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FORWARD

The spring of 1933 marked the third occasion on which Yvzneuvers

were held by the Army In connection with the atomic tests at the

Nevada proving ground.. AFF Human Research Unit No. 2 was given the

mission of assisting the maneuver director in the preparation of

that section of his report dealing vita psychological reactions of

participating troops. In partial fulfillment of this responsibility,,

a preliminary report which contained only summry statements of the

immediate results was submitted to the maneuver direotcg' in Key,

1953. It was then agreed that a final report containing more do-

tailed results of the research done at Desert Rock-V would be

published under separate cover. This documnent is the detailed

report of the research carried on at DR,-V by members of AFF tnan

Research Unit No. 2.
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(7 ~3JIARY OF FINDINGS

Troop Behavior Daring an Atomic losion -

Troop participants just prior to and after
th atomic device showed few signs of apprehensionr anxiety. Efts-/

Troop Knowledge of Atomic Weapons dEffect

There were widespread misconceptions about po ible effects
fram atomic weapons among th. troops upon arri at Camp Desert
Rock. Questionnaires administered to_ roops after the exercise
showed a signficant gain 4L wNeke about atomic effects. On

wo every information question there was an increase in the
( percentage of troops giving the correct answer.

Troop Attitudes and Oinions Concerning Atomic Weapons and Their Use ,

For the most part the exercise appeared to have l1ittl~eor no
effect on troop attitudes and opinions concerning auch matters asas
the advisability of using atomic weapons in Korea into
control of atomic de e a o war with Russia
in th years. There was a significant decrease in the

danger of effects such as sterility and impotence fromcai weapons used in combat.

Troop Expectations About an Atomic Explosion •)

At the conclusion of the exercise, the majori of the troop
participants felt that the actual experience of eing an atomic
explosion had surpassed their expectations that the evidence
of destruction they had been able the forward area,
immediately afterthe ,ad fallen short of their ex-

t 24,_.l4 an•

Security Briefing Effects.~

From informal talks with troop p'ticipants, it appeared that
many of them were uncertain htich ect. of their experience at
Desert Rock they could talý_ba .. Same men stated that they
would play safe by no anything. Consideration should be
given toae security briefing so that troop participants
are bited in cimnnicating to other members of the Army,

ormation which it ii desirable to disseminate.

N'ubers of the Special Forward Volunteer Groups E:nressed " -

F5 3o ig Conclusions in Interviews .

1. The technical manual which -mbers of these groups used
in making their computations f effects to be expected
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at various distances, proved to be satisfactory, and the
officers stated they had gained confidence in it from
this experience.

2. Kn3wledge that such groups had been stationed as close
as 2,000 yards from an atomic explosion without injvry
would give troops increased confidence on fhture atcmic
exercises.

3. Members of the groups felt that they were ready within a
few moments after the shot to assume command f'.anctions.

4. There was little more to be gained by placing volunteer
groups in forward positions on future shots, or from
stationing large naubers of troops at this distance on
fature shots.

5. Some of the instruments the volunteer officers took with
them proved difficult to read after the shot because of
the reduced visibility. It would be wisae to redesign
these instruments to make them more readable under such
adverse conditions.

6. The experience did not change the volunteer officers'
views on the possibilities and limitations of atomic
warfare.
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DESCRIPTION OF THS DESERT ROCK V ERCISES

Troops participating in the DR-V exercises arived at Camp
Desert Rock four or five days before a shot was scheduled. Upon
arrival they were assigned to a provisional battalion combat teen.
These combat teams were made up of men from many different posts
throughuut the zone of tbo interior. In contrast to previous ex-
ercises, very few TOOE units participated in the DR-V exercises.

In the days before the shot, the men in combat teams were given
a four-hour indoctrination by officers of the special instructor group
at Camp Desert Rock. Indoctrination consisted of security briefing,
lectures on the effects of atcoic weapons, and protective measures
against such effects. The men were also told what they would do on
shot day and what they might expect to see and hear during the
atomic explosion they were about to witness.

After all men had received indoctrination, they were taken by
truck to the forward area for a rehearsal of the maneuver for shot
day. Here they were shown how tý enter the trenches which had been
prepared, given orientation regarding terrain, and acquainted with
the cammands which would be given on shot day from the public address
system. Then they were moved from the trench area toward the target
area where the7 could view some of the military equipment which had
been placed there.

On shot day the procedure was substantially the same. After
arriving at the trench area, the an were again briefed over the
public address system and instructed to enter their trenches cen
minutes before shot time.

(Most of the shots at DR-V were tower shots. For these, the
troop trenchec were at a distance of approximately 4,000 yards
from ground zero. This is considerably closer than trenches had been
placed on previous maneuvers. For the air drops and the atomic
cannon shot the trenches were farther away from the target area).

For the tower shots the men remained kneeling in the trenches
until the shock wave from the explosion had passed over the trenches.
At this point they were allowed to rise from their trenches to watch
the atomic cloud. After the forward area had been monitored, they
were or4ered to advance in simulated attack toward ground sero.
Upon reaching this forward area,, hey inspected the damage done to
animals and equipient in the area, and then returned to camp by
truck. Within 24 to 48 hours after a shot, most of the participants
were on their way back to their home stations.

CONFIDENJTIAL RESTRICTED DATA
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PSYCHMOMCAL R&SURCH1 ACTIVITIES AT DR-V

A primar7 purpose of the Desert Rock maneuvers was to teach
troops more about atomic weapons and useful field prucedures for
protection against injury. Consequently, one of the chief objectives
of the psychological research was to ascertain what and how much the
troops learned on these maneuvers and the degree to udich the ex-
perience changed their attitudee toward atomic warfare. For this
purpose questionnaires were administered to groups of participants
upon their arrival at camp before indoctrination had begun. The
same questionnaire form was administered to other groups of men after
they had been indoctrinated and had seen the shot, but before they
departed for their home stations. A comparison of the questionnaire
responses obtained before and after indoctrination made it possible
to estimate ihat the men had learned during their stay.

A second research activity at I-V was the interviewing of the
special volumteer officers who took forward positions on three tower
shots. In an effort to record their reactions to the experience,
members of these groups were interviewed before and after uitnessing
a shot at 2,000 yards.

A third study was concerned with the dissemination of informa-
tion. Research at D-I and IV indicated that participants, upon re-
turn to their home stations, comunicated to their associates little
of the information they picked up on the maneuver. This study was
designed to determine thether certain techniques in selection and
orlentation of men participating in the manetvers would increase the
amount of information comm€nicated to other members of their units.
If such techniques cculd be found, one of the major missions of
such maneuvers could be accomplished more effectively. Also, such
techniques would have application to other military training and
indoctrination programs. The results of this experimental study
will be published in another report.
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OBSERVATION OF TROOPS IN THE FORWARD AREA

Psychological rese&rch personnel were on hand to observe troop
behavior on shots 2, 7, 9, and 10. From watching the troop par-
ticipants imediately before and after these atomic blasts, it was
obvious that the American soldier-went through the experience with
comparative equanimity. At no time was there anything approaching
panic among the troops. They entered their trenches in a calm orderly
fashion and were responsive to orders given them on the public address
system. Imnediately after the shot, when they first got cut of their
trenches, their reaction was one of wonder and amazement at the
spectacle before them.

On two occasions an unexpected event might well have given rise
to widespread ptnic, but did not. On one occasion, because troops
were somewhat slow in filing into a trench, several men were standing
exposed at the end of the trench with a shot only a few seconds away.
Although the exposed man were plainly uneasy abo4t their situation
there was no violent shoving or leaping into the trench from the side
in an effort to seek cover. On another ocr-asion, imnediately after
a shot, there was a sudden shift in the w:nd which brought the dark
dust cloud toward the troops who had just gotten out of their
trenches. Despite the ominous appearance of this cloud and the
distinct possibility that it was dangerously radioactive, there
was no stampeding away from it on the part of the troop participants.
They talked about it uneasily as it approached, but awaited word
from the control point on the need to evacuate the area.

From these reactions alone, it would be hazardous to predict what
troop reaction would be to the use of atomic weapons in combat. At
the exercise they knew beforehand exactly when the bomb would go
off and what distance it was from them. In combat such exact
knowledge would, of course, be lacking, and anidety about possible
injury from radiation might be acute. When asked how much panic
there would be among cur troops if the Communists made a msrprise
atomic bomb attack in Korea, over half the men indicated that there
would be serious panic in such an event (see item 24 in the appendix).

CONFIDENTIAL
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THE QUESTIONNAIE STUD!

Description of the Groups Studied

Questionnaires were administered to 495 enlisted men at Camp
Desert Rock on three shots. Of these, 226 were administered to men
who had just arrived at the camp, and 269 to men upon conpletion of
the exercise. All men, in order to attend the exercises, had to have
a r~curity clearance of confidential and none of the participants
were trainees. Seventy percent of the men had come into the Army
by way of Selective Service. Approximately 60% of the men had over
two years' active military duty and some combat experience at the
time they came to participate in the exercises. About 40% of the
participants were first three graders. All of the men had at least
a fifth grade education; 45% of them had completed high school.
Over 90% of the men were from combat branches.

Initial Misconceptions of the Troop Participants

The responses of these men to the questionnaire administered
before the indoctrination and exercise give some indication of the
information and opinions thaey held upon arrival. It is of interest
to note than when asked what their main source of information on
atomic weapons had been, more of them checked "Army orientation
lectures" than any other source, such as movies, books, newspapers
or talking with other people. Most of the men felt that these Army
orientation lectures had been of real help in understanding protective
measures during an atomic attack (see items 61, 8 in the appendix).

Presumably these soldiers, because of their previous expoms'e to
Army orientation lectures on atomic warfare, knew more initially about
this area than would a comparable civilian group. Even so, their
questionnaire responses indicate than many of them had misconceptions
about various aspects of atomic weapons. Most of these erroneous
views were in the direction of overestimating various injurious
effects of the bomb. For example, 44% of the men on the pre exercise
questionnaire indicated there would be some danger of permanent
sterility resulting from witnessing an atomic explosion at a distance
of two to three miles. Approximately 60% of the troops thought that
there was a possibility one could catch radiation from someone ex-
posed to it. More than one-third (39%) thought that those who
viewed an atomic explosion from a distance of three miles might be-
come impotent. Over 70% thought that permauent blindness might also
be a consequenc3 (see item 40#, 33, 39, 38 in the appendix).

These widespread misapprehensions, It will be noted, all refer
to effects peculiar to an aLmic explosion - radiation, intense
light, and heat. Radiation.espeoially, appears to be not too well
understood. A majority of the troops on the pre exercise questionnaire
stated that radiation was somthing one could sense directly. Nearly
one man in five thought that radiation was responsible for most of
the casualties at Hiroshima (see itme 31, 19 in the appendix).

4
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Despite overestimation of radiological effects, the man had a
realistic understanding of the relative danger of various atcmio
bomb effects. They were asked the following question: "If you were
in c&mbat and were attacked with atomic weapons, how much danger do
you think there would be from each of the following?" (see items
12-17 in the appendix). On this question blast and burn injuries
were both rated more dangerous than Immediate radiation injuries.
The dangers of impotence and sterility were rated even lower. It
would thus appear that misconceptions about atomic effects and dangers
resulting from radiation are not exaggerated to the degree that they
are seen as more likely to prodace injury in combat than are the less
quterious effects of blast and heat.

Radiation effects of the atomic bomb are unfamiliar and have been
shrouded in secrecy, so it is hardly surprising to find the men
willing to admit the possibility of effects like impotence and
sterility. In a combat situation, however, it seems probable that
these would not be their primary concerns - a source of ruMor perhaps -
but probably not panic.

Information Gained bi the nD of the Exercise

At the conclusion of the exercise the troops were significantly
better informed about atomic weapons and their effects than they were
upon arrival.

In order to get a rough estimate of the amount of information

acquired during the exercise by the troop participants, eleven in-
formation items were selected from the questionnaire. All troops
who took the questionnaire were given an information score based
upon the number of information items to which they gave correct
answers (see items 18, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 38, 39, 40 in
the appendix). The average umber of correct responses to these
items,, made by the men who took the questionnaire prior to indoctrina-
tion, was five. For those who took the questionnaire at the con-
clusion of the exercise, the average umber of correctly answered
items was seven. In other words, by the end of the exercise the
troops knew, on the average, two more of these items of information
than they did when they cam.

As o•n previous studies at Desert Rock, the greatest increases
in percentage of correct responses were on questions deaing vith
personal safety. There was additional evidence that the men were
sian of the, effectiveness of protective measures by the end of the
exercise. Two-thirds of the men were aware that ordinary clothing
afforded considerable protection from heat at a distance of a silo
frm an atomic plosion, but little or no protection against
radiation. Over W% of them knew that loose fitting, light colored
clothing afforded the best protection (see items 35, 36, 37 in theappendix).

coc 5
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There was a significant decrease in the proportion of men who
feared that sterility, impotence or blindness would result from
watching an atomic explosion at a distance of three miles. The table
below presents comparison figures on some of the opinion changes, pre
and poet exercise.

Comparison of Troop Opinions

% increase in
Pre Post the wmber of

exercise exercise correct responses

After-effect, believed to result
frao watching an atomic explosion
at a distance of three miles:

Percent believing
sterility can result 44 21 23

Percent believing
impotence can result 39 25 14

Percent believing
blindness can result 72 30 42

Beliefs regarding radiation:

Percent believing can catch
radiation from someone who
has been exposed to it 59 55 04

Percent believing can feel,
taste, or smell radiation 52 38 14

The question regarding the contraotion of radiation (see it. 33
in the appendix) was virtually the only information item on which
there was no significant increase in percentage of correct answers
from the pre to the post exercise questionnaire.

Not only were the men lees lWkmly to think that such dire con-
sequences as sterility and impo Aence would follow exposure to an
ataode blast in a trench at three miles, but they had a more accurate
idea about the limits of an atomic bomb's effectiveness and the
protection tehch a trench could afford against most atomic effects

SC' (see item 26 in the appendix).

R. 6
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The indoctrination emphasized two themes which at first glance
appear somewhat contradictory. There was considerable stress placed
upon information which would allay the men's fears about injury from
an atomic explosion. Instructors pointed out that most injuries from
the bomb at Hiroshima had been due directly or indirectly to the
blast effects, and that the danger of these could be materially reduced
If personnel were well dug in. This emphasis was obviously designed
to make troop participants less anxLous about witnessing the crming
shot. However, at the same time that the instructors stressed the
effectiveness of protective measures against atomic attack in the
field, they emphasized the destructive power of the atomic bomb as
an offensive weapon.

Interestingly enough, before the indoctrination the men had
tended to overestimate certain dangers such as impotence and sterility,
but at the same time they underestimated the number of fatalities in
Hiroshima from the bomb. After the indoctrination and seeing a shot,

.the men paradoxically tended to express less concern over the possibility
of injury from the bomb, at the same time"they raised their estimates
of the number of people killed at Hiroshima (see item 18 in the
appendix). It is unlikely, however, that this latter shift can be
Interpreted as a reas-ing bf the men's estimate of the bomb's de-
structive power, since there was no change in a similarly worded
question asking for estimates of casualties should a bomb of the
same yield be dropped on a large American city such a" New York or
Chicago (see item 21 in the appendix). In other words, learning
through indoctrination that their estimates of the number of casualties
at Hiroshima were low, the troop participants raised them on the
post exercise questionnaire, but they evidently didn't consider this
change relevant to their estimates of how many would be killed by a
similar atomic attack on an American city.

¶.,Le Experience of the Exercise in Relation to Troop Expectations

At the end of the exercise, after the troops had returned from
witnessing a shot, they were asked two questions:

Rigt when the bomb went off, did it seem
more or less powerful than you expected?

After you had an opportunity to look at
the damages, how did you feel about the
bomb's effectiveness? (see items 58 and
59 in appendix).

On both of these questions, the men were asked to check one of six
alternatives ranging from %mch more powerful (or effective) than I
expected" to "Meach less powerful (or effective) than I expected."
There was a sttlking difference in the distribations of responses to
these two questions. On the first question, a majority of the men
said that at the time of the explosion the bomb seemed more powerful

- than they had expected. But on the second question a majority of

7
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the men said that after looking at the damage it seowed les effect-
ive than they had expected. This difference was amply borne out in
obeerving the men during and after a shot. Imediately after the
detonation, when they were given the order to rise from their
trenches, the men were obviously awed and impressed at the spectacle.
"An hour before the shot they had seen a ton of HE set off in the
forward area. This served as a standard of comparison to the flash
and sound of the atomic explosion. The contrast was, to say the least,
obvious.

However, when they went to the forward area to view the damage,
their disappointment was equally obvious. On the Nevada proving
grounds there is virtually no natural object in the area which could
show blast or heat effects in any striking manner. The earth in
some places is bare so there is no vegetation to char, and the area
is very flat so there is nothing to be bent, broken, or turned over.
These, of course, are distinct advantages for a technical proving
ground, but they do not make for a place in which to impress non-
technically trained observers with the bomb's destructive power.
Undoubtedly this is why most of the men felt that, in this respect,
the bomb'e destructiveness fell short of their expectations. On
the tower shots they were not allowed far enough forward, because
of residual radiation, so that they could see much striking damage
to the military equipment which had been placed in the area.

Attitude arA Opinion Qianaes

The primary purpose of the questionnaire study at DR-V wa not
to assess troop attitudes toward the emplo.ment and control of
atomic warfare. An attempt was made, however, to determine whether
or not the experience of seeing an atomic explosion and being given
considerable information about atomic weapons would alter m~e
general opinions about their military use. It is safe tk say that
most members of the American public have comparatively little accurate
information and a great deal of misinformation about atomic weapons.
Given such a situation,, what is the effect on these opinions and
attitudes when considerable authoritative information is presented?
The comparison of troop participants' responses to such attitude
and opinion items before and after the exercise offered one means of
throwing light on this question.

One area of opinion change has already been mentioned. There
was significant change in the rated amount of danger the men thought
there would be if they should be under atomic attack. The direction
of change was not the sm for all effects. Blast and burn effects
were rated somewhat Mre dangerous by the end of the exercise, while
the dangers of blindness, immediate radiation injury, impotence,
and sterility were rated somewhat less dangerous than they were at
the beginning of the exercise. These changes are in accord with
the information given to the men during the indoctrination.

On attitude and opinion items less immediately relevant to the
0 Gexercise, there was little or no evidence of significant change.
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There was no real shift in the proportion of men who stated that
( .we should use &taoic weapons at the outset of a major war (see item

54 in the appendix). On both questionnaires slightly more than
half the met, felt that atomic weapons should be so used. Similarly,
other items dealihg with international control of atomic warfare
showed no change. These attitude questions are to be found in the
appendix should the reader be interested in seeing how the taroop
participants responded to them.

Attitudes of Well and Poozir Informed Men

In order to answer this question, all the men who filled out
the questionnaire at the conclusion of the exercise were divided
into two groups on the basis of the rnmber of information items they
had answered correctly. These two groups were then compared on the
basis of their answers to a number of attitude and opinion items.
Not unexpectedly, the high information group showed a higher educational
level than the low information group. There was no difference be-
tween the two, however, on such things as rank., length of service,
or amount of combat duty.

The high inforration group differed from the low group in the
following ways:

1. They gave less credence to the possibility that the
scientists might blow up the world if they con-
tinued to experiment with atomic weapons.

2. They had more confidence that the experts knew
enough about atomic bombe to use them in military
maneuvers without danger to troops.

3. They were less likely to think that the atomic
tests had affected weather conditions all over
the country,

4. 'When asked how far they thought lussia had gone in
developing atomic weapons, they showed loes tendency
to take extreme views - either that Russia doesn't
yet have atomic weapons, or that the RUssians are
far ahead of the United States in the development
of atomic weapons.

On other items, dealing with such things as the likelihood
of war with Fassia, or "the chances that you yourself will ever take
part in atomic warfare against an eneW," there was no signiiceant
difference between the high and low information groups. Most m
thought there was some chance of their taking part in atomic warfare
against an enemy, and few thought this was either entirely im-
possible or entirely certain (see Items 48, 50 in the appendix).

It thus appears that the main difference between high fnd low
o' information groups is that the former are less likely to be superstitias

9
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about atomicý weapons and to ascribe to them a magical power to in-
fluence the weather or to blow up the world. From their greater
faith in the knowledge of the experts in charge of atomic develop-
ments, it appears that these well-informed men regard atomic research
in much the $ame way they would regard other scientific endeavors.

Troop FeelinIs at the End of the Exercise

In response to the question, "Now that the exercise at Desert
Rock is oveI, how do you feel about it?" (see item 63 in the
appendix) the large majority of the men said they were glad they ihd
had a chance to witness a shot. They complained about the living
conditions at the camp, especially mess facilities and the length of
time they had to stay at the camp before shot day, but felt that the
indoctrination and the opportunity to see en atomic explosion made
up for these inconveniences and discomforts. Very few of the men
felt that being this close to an atomic bomb had left then with any
ill effects (see item 62 in the appendix).

ecurity Briefing Effects

ManW of the men were concerned about the security regulations
governing what they could and could not talk about when they got
back to their home stations. Some had the impression that they
should not even mention that they had been to Desert Rock. This
feeling is somewhat understandable in view of the security briefing
they received. During this briefing, the men were told that they
might talk about what>they maw, felt and heard at the time of the
explosion, but that they were not to discuss the extent of the
damage they observed in the forward area. They were also instructed
to take no notes or pictures in the forward area. They were warned
repeatedly that arn security violations were punishable not only
under AR 380-5 bat under the Atomic Energy Act and that the
penalties for such violations were severe.

It soer certain that the emphasis on security which the troop
participants received in their indoctrination materially reduced
their willingness to talk about their experiences when they returned
to their home stations. The uncertainty as to what was and ws not
classified material probably caused many of them to play safe ty
saying little about any aspect of their experience at Camp Desert
Rock. Previous studies at Desert Rock exercises have indicated that
comparatively little co•munication took place between participants
returned froa exercises and men in neighboring units. This lack of
-mnication Wy be due in part to the participantes feeling

that St would be a breach of security to talk about their esperiences.

It Was a constant source of amusement at the amp that the news-
"papers easied accounts of the atouic tests which Included informa-
tion# usually accurate , which the sen had been expressly forbidden
to reveal.

0 10C0 FD10-*, --
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Frmu the infomation the men were given in their indoctrination
and frea what they were able to observe in the foward area, there
seemed to be little reason for this emphasis on securit. Sich an

anphasis could materially reduee one of the potential benefits of
sch exercises, namely, the dissenination of information to American
troops about atuic weapons and defensive measures against atomcs
attack.
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UMINElWS WITH SPECIAL FORWAR VOLUINT OFFICERS

Description of the Forward Volunteer Program

For the first time at DR-V, special groups of officer volunteers
were given permission to take positions closer to ground zero than
human beings had ever been on an atoiic test. Three such groups
participated in the DR-V exercises. Most of these officers had come
to Camp Desert Rock on special orders for this mission. They had
been specially chosen because of their knowledge of and training in
the effects of atomic weepons. Upon arrival these men were given in-
formation about the expected yield of the atomic device to be detonated,
meteorological data, and data about the terrain. With such information,
and the data available in the technical manual prepared at the
Ccmcmnd and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth on atomic effects,
each officer volunteer was directed to arrive at an estimate of how
far forward he could take a dug-in position so that the various
atomic effects such as blasts heat, radiation, etc. would not exceed
the specified maxdza. After each of the volunteers had completed
his computations and arrived at an individal decision, he met with
the other members of his volunteer group and a group decision was
made as to how far away from the atomic device they would be willing
to be. This decision was then presented to the commanding general
of the camp for final approval. A trench at the approved distance
was then prepared for the volunteer group.

On the day of the shot these officers, equipped with a variety
of instruments for measuring radiation, moved into this trench. They
were in touch with the control point by telephone. Immediately after
the shot they phoned back to report all secure wd to give initial
instrument readings, after which they left their trench position to
be met by trucks and taken back to the camp area.

Initial Interviews with the Volunteers

An effort was made to interview volunteers on shots 2 and 7. The
pre shot interviews for shot 2 were satisfactory. Due to unanticipated
difficulties in security enforcement, the poet shot interviews were
not adequately carried out. These difficulties were overcome on shot
7 and the discussion which followee is based on information obtained
from volunteers who participated in this shot.

On shot 7, the third shot on which such a volunteer group par-
ticipated, all members of the group were interviewed individually
before and after the shot. These interviews were designed not to
obtain technical information concerning atomic effects at this dis-
tance, but to get sme notion of the human reactions to such a situation.

There were eight, officers in this group of volunteers. Of the
eight, seven possessed extensive fomal training in atumic weapons

c and their effects Five had seen an atomic blast on some prior
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occasion. One member had been in the two previous volunteer groups,
an experience which gave him a key role in this greup.

The most striking feature from the pre shot interviews with
these volunteers was the equanimity with which they regarded the ex-
perience they were about to undergo. Little anxiety was expressed
during this interview, about danger of injury. Individual estimates
made by the members of this volunteer group had been in close agree-
ment and all were quite satisfied with the distance finally agreed
upon. All officers acquainted with the technical manual seemed to
place groat confidence in it and to feel that it gave them adequate
data upon which to base their computations. The group appeared to
draw considerable assurance from the presence of a man who had been
in the two previous volmntoer groups. The fact that he had come
through it all right before made the others 3ess apprehensive about
their participation as volunteers in this shot.

Post mt Interviews with the Viiunteers

The post shot interviews revealed that events linediately before
and aiter the blast had gone smoothly and about as expected. Each
member was asked what aspect of the experience had been most our-
prising or unexpected. In this respect several mentioned surprise
at the heat; others mentioned the long duration of the initial light;
and the heavy fallout was also mentioned. None reported injury or
pain from any of the effects, though all were caused some discomfort
by the large amount of dust in the area after the blast.

The major conc.usions which they felt could be drawn from their
experience as volur., ,rs are listed and discussed below.

1. Increased confidence in the technical manual upon
which they had based their calculations.

This manual had led them to predict the magnitude of various effects
from the atomic explosion at this distance, and their iustrument
readings dring the actual shot had substantially confirmed these
predictions. The members of the group felt that their having em-
ployed the manual successfully in this manmer would increase confidence
in it throughout the oervic•.

2. Other troops participating in atomic maneuvers would
be less anxious, knowing that rach volunteer groups
had taken positions closer to the bomb than oUters
had been asked to go.

As one officer in the group put it: "Nothing new will be learned about
atomic effects as such by our being up there. That could be done
better by putting instruments, rather than men, in the trench.
Effects that can be read in a book ncw can be proved by actual ex-
perience. Reports of what we have experienced will have wide circula-
tion and these reports will help indoctrinate troops who have not
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experienced the blast." Just as the members of this group drew( jassurance from the presence of a man who had previously participated
as a forward volunteer, so they thought that the fact of their
having been through it would give support to others in the future.

3. All officers in this group felt that they would
have been able to assume command functions inmediately
after the blast.

Their opinion was that no one was seriously disturbed by the ex-
perience, and that the thick dust after the shot wo'ld have been imach
more of a problem than the psychological reactions of the ccwnanders
concernedo

4. There was no point in continuing the special volunteer
groups on subsequent shots.

These officers felt that the mission of these groups was essentially
accomplished, and that nothing new would be learned by having
additional groups go through the same procedure. Host of them
felt that personally they would be willing to go through it again,
even at a shorter distance, if the max=m- effects restrictions could
be lifted.

5. None of these officers felt that the experience
had materially changed their views on the
possibilities and limitations of atomic warfare.

6. There was nothing to be gained from stationing
large numbers of troops at this distance on
subsequent exercises.

7. Some of the dosimeters and other instruments they
had taken into the trench vith them had proved
difficult to read after the blast when visibility
was lowered by the thick dust. They felt it would
be important to design these instruments so that
they would be move readable under adverse conditions.

24
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APPENDI

Thin appendix contains the information and attitude ite em-

ployed in the questionnaire administered to troop participants.

Most of these items were of the nultiple choice variety in which the

men were instructed to check the alternative answer which seemed most

correct, or closest to their opinion. Under each questict these

alternatives are listed together with the percentage of the men

checking each on the initial and final questionnaire. In each

column of figures the number in parentheses indicates the number of

men upon which these percentage figures are based. The number of

respondents is not the same for each question since some questions

were used on only one shot, while others were used on two or three.

Questions marked with an asteriak are those which showed a statie-

tically significant change from a comparison of the initial and

final questionnaire.

15
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Pro shot Fost shot

1) How did you come into the Azi~
this time?

I was called in fro the Reserve 2 2
National (bard -ias called up 2 0
I was drafted 69 67
I volbteered for the Regular Arm 28 30
No answer 0 1

(n L, 226) (n = 165)

12) What is your Army grade?

Private (3-i or E-2) 14 8
Private First Class (.-?) 17 31
Corporal (E-4) 24 27
sergeant (E35) 24 19
Sergeant Fnrst Class (E-6) 15
Mamter or First Sergeant (E-7) 5 3

No answer 1 1
(n 234) (n - 268)

3) What branch of the Ans are you in now?

Enigineers 0 1
Artillery 31 44
Medical 2 0
Infantry 50 50
signal 1 0
Transportation 1 1
Armord 5 2
Ordnance 3 0
Oaartermaster 2 2
Mitatsr Police 2 1

Noanswer 5 1
(n = :129) (n = 222)

4) How mauch ACM miAtary dity altogether
have you had?

Lees than a year 14 21
Over a year up to two years 2 15
Over two yeare up to four years 29 28
Over foar years up to six years 12 23
Over six years 24 23O~r x •(n z :168) (n = 4,7)

16
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Pro shot Post shot
% - %

5) How mar months of cobat duty have
you had (duty within range of enem
artillery)?

No combat duty 43 38
Loss than three months 1 2
Three 4W six months 7 5
Six months to a year 33 45
More than a year 15 7
No answer 0 2

(n _ 226) (n = 165)

6) How far have you gone in school?

Lese than 8th grade 6 6
Finished Sth grade 16 17
Finished 9th grade 3 10
Finished 10th grade 16 16
Finished nth grade 9 10
Finished 12th grade 30 26
Some college but didn't finish 13 U
Graduated from college 6
Noanswer 0 1

(n : 226) (n : 165,

7) In the last year how many separate
training talks do you remember hearing
on defense against atomic attacks?

None at all 26 15

Three or four 16 24
More than four 19 14
No answer 0 3No •r(n a 58) (n = .U18)

'6) Have these talks L elpod you to undarstand
how you can protect yourself In case of
atud.a attack?

I have not heard an talks on the **Js& 22 9
The talks helped me a great deal 38 53
The talk helpedame a little 34 35
The talks did not help no at all 5 1
go answer 0 2

(n 58) (a a2U S)

17
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9) How much do you thi&. any kind of ad-
vance training or indoctrination would
help in preparing men for cambat in
Adi:.h atomic weapons were used?

No help at all 1 2
Would help very little 1
Would help a fair amount 10 10
Would help a great deal 86 94
No answer 0 1

(n .l68) (n =151)

.1o0) Do you think men who have been on these
maneuvers at Desert Rock would be more
or less likely to panic if they were
attacked with atomic weapons?

Much more likely to panic 10 12
Somewhat more likely to panic 9 a
Neither more norless likely to panic 7 5
Somewhat less likely to panic 34 22
Much less likely to panic 40 52
No answer 0 2

(a 58) (n:18

11) If you found yourself in combat in which
atomic weapons were used, how well do you
honestly think you could do your job as a
soldier?

Could do my job very well 32 40
Could do job pretty•wll 36 32
Could do just a fair job 25 22
Could not do a good job at all 8 4
No answer 0 1

a(n 168) (n = 151)

"*12) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atomic weapous, how much danger do
you think there would be from blast injurie?

Great danger 45 59
Sowe danger 43 28
Little danger 1 9
No danger I I.
No answer 1 3

r(n 226) (n269)
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Pro shot Post shot

*13) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atomic weapons, how much danger do
you think there vold be of barns from
heat alone?

Great danger 53 36
Some danger 37 48
Little danger a U
No danger 0 1
No answer 2 3

(r(n 226) (n = 269)

*14) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atomic weapons, how much danger do
you think there .-juld be of being
blinded?

Great danger 20 7
Sane danger 39 17
Little danger 31 43
No danger 6 28
No answer 3 4

(n = 226) (n = 269)

*15) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atomic weepons, how much danger do
you think there would be of immediate
injury from rsdiation?

GOeat danger 24 14
Same danger 44 34
Little danger 23 35
No danger 6 12
No answer 2 3

(n 3226) (n -269)

*16) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atoee weapons, how much danger do
you think there would be of being made
unable to have sexual intercourse?

Great danger 9 2.
Same danger 22 10
Little danger 42 30
No danger 25 A1
No answer 2 1,

(n a 226) (n z 269)
19
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Pre shot Post shot

*17) If you were in combat and were attacked
with atomic weapons, how such danger do
you think there would be of being made
unable to have chiJ.dren?

Great danger 9 4
Some danger 24 n
Little danger 43 31
No danger 21 50
No answer 2 4

(n = 226) (n = 269)

*13) How many people in Hiroshima do
you think were killed by the atomic
bomb in 1945?

Less than 5,000 5 4
5,000 to 10,000 13 5
10,000 tO 25,000 16 10
25,000 to 50,000 17 13
50,000 to 75,000 20 24
75,000 to 100,000 16 39
More than 100,000 12 4
No antwer 0 1

(n = 226) (n = 269)

*19) What do you think caused the greatest
number of casualtJes from the atcomic

bomb attacks at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki?

Lack of oxygen after the explosion 5 4
Blast effects and falling objects 40 66
Purns from the flash or fires 35 22
Radiation 7
No answer 1I

(n 1226) (n * 165)
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20) If the Cnmiusts made a surprise atanie
baub attack against our troops in Korea
tomorrow, what percent of our troops within
three miles of the barst do you think
would be killed or seriousl injured?

5% or less 29 31
6-10% 12 12
11-5% a 5
16-20% 12 11
21-253% 5r
26-30% 6 7
31-35% 2 10
36-40% 6 a
More "han 40% 11 9
No answer 0 2mr(n x 168) (n 1.51)

21) Suppose that an enem made a surprise
attack with a single atomic bomb against
an American city like New York or
Chicago - about how many people do you
think would be killed or seriously injured?

Logs than 5,000 2 2
5,000 to 10,000 4 6
10,000 to 25,000 10 6
25,000 to 50,000 12 1
50,000 to 75,000 i1 23
75,000 to 100,000 18 21
100,000 to 500,000 27 34
More than 50,000 310 7
No answer 0 1

(n :168) (n 51)

22) Suppose that an eneo made a surprise
attack with a single atomia bomb against
an Amrican city like New Tork or Chicago -
what percent of the buildings wIt a miles
of the burst do you think would be ocipletalr
destroyed or very heavily da4aed?

Less than 5% 75
5% to 310% 10 14
10% to 20% 7 1.5
20% to 40O 19 15
40%oto•6% 34 25
6o% to so% 1.6 is
More than % 9 73
No answer 21 1
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23)If this country were attacked byan

snmy who used atomic weapons, whtat
do you think the chances would be that
few civilian member of your family
would be killed or badly injured?

Almost certain 10 6
About a 50-50 chance 45 4+9
About one chance in five 89
About one chance in ten 17 20
Hardly awW chance at all 20 16
No answer 0 1

(n ai16) (n a 15)

24) If the Camuanists made a surprise atomic
bomb attack in Korea, how imuch panic do
you think there would be among our troops?

Our troops would be caipietely dis-
organized 1910

Serious panic, bat it could be con-
trolled 43 41

Same panic, bat it would be over
fairly quickly 22 34

No panic at all except in area very
close to bomb 14 13

So answer 2 2
(ninSS) (nl )

25) If a nian were directly below an atouic
bomb air burst at 2000 feet, and if he
were not killed by blast or radiation,,
do you think he would be killed by the
heat alone?

Hie would probably be killed by the
heat alone 69 5

He would probably not be, killed by
the heat alone, but he would be
very badly burned 19 37

He would probably be only slightly
turned 9 5

He would probably not be burned at all 3 3
Ito Answer 0 1

(n 50) (n:1US)
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26) If you were In a trench four miles
from an atomic bomb burst how much
heat do you think you would feel?

A peat deal of heat 7 4
A fair smount of heat 31 15
A little heat 32 47
No heat at all 23 34

(n:1 6 9) ni47)

*27) Suppose troops moved to a spot 3/A of
a mile away (fram ground zero) one
bour after an atomic bomb barst at
300 feet, how such danger do you think
they would be in?

A great deal of danger 19 19
Quite a lot of danger 28 18
A little danger 33 40
No danger at all 20 22
No answer 0 1

(n = 226) (n = 269)

28) Is radiation sickness always fatal?

Yea., alwaysa 12 12
No, not always 88 87
Noanswer 0 1

(n = 226) (n = 268)

029) If a man attended a great marn test
explosions of the atomic baob, would it
make it more dangerous for hia to go
into an area which had been recently
bombed with atomic weapons?

No, would .ot make it more dangerous 59 36
Might make it Just a little more

dangerous 20 25
Might make it quite a bit more

dangerous 7 9
Would definitely make It more dangerous 14 28
so anmwr 1 I

(n u 168) (nz 15)

23
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Pro shot Post shot

430) If a man received a large dose of
radiatien frm an atomic explosion,
would he knowi right away, or do you
think it would be sme time before he
felt sick?

Would know it right away 28 13
Would feel sick in one o two hours 26 30
Would feel sick in about 24 hours 30 21
Would feel sick in about a week 140 35
Would feel sick in two or three

months 2 1
(n :165) (n :151)

*31) How easy do you think it would actually
be to feel, taste, or =aell radiation
from an atomic bonb?

Very easy 17 8
Fairly easy 33
Fairly difficult 21 21
Impossible 48 62
No answer 0 1

(n 226) (na ,269)

*32) How often can instruments (such as
Geiger counters) detect all dangerous
radiations after an atomic explosion?

Always 29 55
Almost always 43 25
Fairly often 9 11
Very seldom 17 8
No answer 2 1

(n .58) (na 19)

33) How easy in it for a person to catch
radiation from someone who has been
exposed to it?

Very easy 13 14
Fairly easy 22 14
Fairly hard 25 26
Impossible 43 44
No answer 0 1

(n a 229) (n a 269)
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'34) After radioactive particles get on the
skin, how many of them can be removed
by scrubbing with s~pad water?

Almost all of amcan be removed 52 60
Most of them can be removed 14 25
Few of them cani be removed 22 6
Aluost none of them can be removed 12 8
No answer (n 01 1 .8)(n 58) (n. fl8)

35) If you were abcut a mile away, how much
do you thihk ordinary clothing would
protect you against burns fran an
atcmic banb?

Would protect a great deal 26
Would protect a fair amount 41
Would protect just a little 25
Would protect not at all 8

(na 104)

36) If you were about a mile away, how much
do you think ordinary clothing would
protect you against radiation from an
atoaic bomb?

Would protect a great deal 20
Would protect a fair amount 15
Would protect just a little 33
Would protect not at all 32

(n = 104)

37) If you were caught by an A-bcub burst,
what kind of clothing would be safest?

Loose fitting, dark in color 10
Tight fitting, dark in color 3
Loose fitting, light in color 83
Tight fitting, light in color 4

(n :_ 104)

25
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Pro shot Post. shot

*38) How often does watching an atomic bomb
explode three miles away cause
permanent blindness?

Almost always causes permanent
blindness 10 6

Fairly often causes permanent bliAndness 17 6
Very seldom causes permanent blindnesa 46 18
Never causes permanent blL-dness 28 70
No answer 0 1No anmmz. (n =22 6 ) (n 3=269)

439) How many men three miles from an atomic

bomb exp;.osion would be unable to have
sexual intercourse because of radiation
effects?

Many of then would be unable to have
sexual intercourse 7 4

Quite a few would be unable"to have
sexual intercourse 9 6

Hardly any would be unable to have
sexual intercourse 22 14

None of them would be unable to have
sexual intercourse 61 74

No answer 1 2
(n = 226) (n 269)

'40) Would radiation from an atomic bomb
aeplosion make men two or three miles
away permanently sterile?

May men would be permanently sterile
(unable to become fathers) 4 2

Quite a few men would be made perm-
anently sterile 10 3

Hardly my son would be made pem-
anently sterile 31 12

No men would be made permanently
sterile 55 Sl

So answer 01
(n a 226) (n z 269)

26
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Pro shot Post shot

*41) Which one of the followdng types of
barns iS most like the flash burns
on exposed a-kin caused by the heat wave
of an atomic bomb?

Buarns from hot oil 7 5
Burns from a hot stove 9 25
Burns from anpowder 3 6
Burns from radium 79 61
No answer 2 3

r(n 58) (n 10)

42) Have you heard anything about another
type of atomic weapon called the
H-bomb (hydrogen bomb)?

Tes 91 92
No 97
No answer 0 (n2

43) How do you think this H-bomb would
c a with the A-bomb?

Ve•r much more powerful than the
A-bomb 60 65

Somewhat more powerful than the
A-bomb 19 23

About the same power as the A-bomb 7 1.
Somewhat leos powerful than the A-bomb 9 1
Mich less powerful than the A-bomb 0 2
Can't answer - never heard ofit 3 4
No answer 2 1

(n a 5) (n = 11)

44) How much effect do you think the atcmio
tests at Desert Rock have had on weather
conditions all over the country?

A very large effect 5 3
Quite a bit of effect 14 10
A lttle effect 22 28
No effect at allu5 58

S(n = 168) (n a 151)
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Pr. shot Poet shot

45) Some people are afraid that if
scientists go on experimenting with
atomic weapons, they may start a chain
reaction that could blow up the whole
world. What do you think about this?

Ideas like this are just nonsense 34 39
This might be poosible, bat nothing

to worry about 45 41
I think there is some danger of

something like this 18 14
I think there is great danger of

something like this 4 5
No answer 0 2

(n, 226) (n 269)

"*46) Do you think the experts know enough
about atcmic bombs to use them in
military maneuvers without danger to
our troops?

Tes, enough to use them without any
danger at all 45 52

No, there would be just a little
danger to our troops 35 30

N*, there would be a fair amount
of danger to our troops 11 11

ho, there would be a lot of danger
to our troops 10 6

No answer 1 1
(n a 168) (n : 151)

*47) Since the first atoaic bomb exercise
in 1951, how many men would you guess
have been hurt enough by the atomic
bomb to need hospitalization?

No men 10 25
Lose than ive men 16 32
Five to ten men 26 12
Ten to twenty men 17 16
More than twenty men 29 13
No answer 2 2

(na 58) (n : 118)

28
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48) What do you think are the chances of
you, yourself, ever taking part in
actual atoic bomb warfare against

I the enemy?

Almost certain 7 5
Very good chanet 22 34
Fairly good chance 32 26
S=e chance but not much 32 28
Almost no chance a 7

(n:168) (n 149)

49) What chance do rou think there is that
the Cosmits will use atomic weapons
against us in Korea within the next
year or two?

Very good chance 3 5
Fairly good chance 14 3
Som chance, bat not much 24. 30
Hardly any chance 4.1 45
No chance at all 17 15
No answer 0 2

((n . ) (n x l11)

50) Do you think that the United States will
ever go to war against Rassia?

Yes, within the next year 2 2
Yes, idthin three years 20 17
Yes, within five years 2D 24.
Yes, within ten years 25
No, not in net tn years 27 28
go answer 6 1

(na168) (n a 151)

51) Compared with the United States, how
far do you think the IBassians have
gone in developlug atomic weapon.?

Don't believe heuians have atamic
weapons Yet S9

Russians know how to make A-bmb, but
they ae far behind us in dwlpingIt 36 40

hkasiana are just a 1lttle behind us in
developing atodma weapons 30 29

Russians know as mc as we do, bAt
thdW can'It make as nuq boobs 23 is

hasians are ahead of us in developing
atomic Weapons 32

J (/ oo,• • (n a269)
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Pro shot Podt shot

52) Do You agree with the decision to use
the atomic bomb against the Japanese
cities In 1945?

Tee, I agree 84
No, I don't agree 10 14
No answer 3 2

(n =59) (n =US)

53) How much do you think questions of
right and wrong should enter into
decisions to use atomic weapons?

Not at all; it's just a question
of military tactics 45 50

RLght and wrong come into it alittle bit 11 10
Right and wrong caoe into it a

fair amount 7 12
Right and wrong come into it a

great deal 15 6
It's entirely a matter of right

and wrong 22 20
No answer 0 1(nz 168) (n= 151)

54) If the United States got into a major
Mwa within the next year, whan do you
think we shou.?' use atomic weapons?

Should use them imediately 58 59
SIWJl use them only if war is

oing against us 13 14
SoIold use then It enem is using

thin first 16 12
Xlould use them only to avoid cer-

tain defeat i3 9
8boUld a use the under any ir-

aestances 0 5
No anewer 0 1

(n a 167) (n 151)
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Pro shot Post shot

*55) If we decided to use atomic weapons
against the Communists in Korea, what
do you think would be the most likely
to happen?

It would end the fighting almoet
Immediately 24 20

It would be fairly effective, but
wouldn't end the fighting right away 47 43

It wouldn't bo very effective; the
eneo would just dig in deeper and
go on fighting 10 25

The Caozists would use atomic
weapons too, but we would do better
at this kind of war 16 6

The Cmmusts would use atomic
weapons too, and we would hav to
pull out of Korea 2 2

No answer 2 4
(n. 5) (n:lS)

56) Who do you think should decide whether to
use the atomic bomb in Korea?

The United Nations 41 35
The leaders of the allied nations 16 14
The people of the United States by

special vote 17 1
The Congress of the United States 5 14
The President of the United States 7 9
The Cmmanding General in Korea 14 16
No anwer 0 2

(n.58) (nll)

57) Som people believe that all atomic
dovelopmnts, including atmic weapons,
should be controlled by an international
body rather than by each country separately.
If it could be worked out# would you favor
or oppose such a plan?

Strongly favor 3 26
Somewhat favor 2 27
Would make no difference 9 4
Smewhat opposed 12 15
Strongly opposed 16 15
No answer 3 3

31(n 58) (n a lS)
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RI Post shot

58) Right 'when the bonb went ."tat
Desert Rock, did it more or less
powerf41 than you expected?

Much more powerful than I expected 44
Somewhat more powerful than I ex-

pected 12
Just a little more powerful than I

expected 9
Just a little less powerful than I

expected 23
Somewhat less powerful than I ex-

pected 3
Huach less powerful than I expected 7
No answer 2

(n a 165)

59) After you had an opportunity to look at
the deae how did you feel about the
b•mb's effectiveness?

Much less effective than I expected 19
Somewhat less effective than I ex-

pected 21
Just a little less effective than I

expected 20
Just a little more effective than I

expected S
Somewhat more effective than I expected
Much more effective than I expected 21
No anwer 3

(n u 165)

60) In your opinion, how good was the briefing
and indoctrination you received at Desert
Rock?

Very poor 7
Just fair 7
Fairly good 9
Good 35
Lxcellent 4.0

(n * 150)
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weaon pot ho

61) Mhr do you thick yoi have gottA~i most

of your jinfoM&tion about atomic

Fran newspapers 14 16
Fro books or magasines 12 10

talking to other people 0 15
Fromovies (including newreel 20

FromArmy traini talks and
lectures 1 2

No wpmr(n 2 226) (n = 165)

62) Do yr think +the atomic explosion has

made you sick or affected You 0019'"af7
in av v'y? 0

Tes, it has 0

doin't feel 80 we119, bt it a not
be due to the bomb 19

No, it has not (n , 47)

63) Now that the exercise at Desert Rock is
over, how do you feel about it?

Ma I got & chance to cam 85
All right, but I wouldn't qlun"teer to 1

am on this Maneuver
Wol rather have st%7*d at ( z 0

ta(n t i)

IOR OFFICIAL Uil ONLY
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